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TN TTTF, SPECIFICATION

Please replace the description of the drawings on page 2 with the paragraphs below.
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Figure 1 is an isometric view of a top side of the present invention;

Figure 1A is a schematic view of a top portion of a housing:

Figure 1 B is a schftirmrir viaw of.a hottom.porliQD..Qf.me chousing:

Figure IP is ;i partial crews-sectional view nf the housing supporting ft drive shaft oFlhe

motor

Figure 2 is an isometric view of a back side of the present invention; and

Figure 3 is an isometric view of a bottom side of the present invention.

p

Please replace the last full paragraph on page 2 with the paragraph below.

The gear rack is of generally octant shape with the array of gear teeth 20 being

arranged in an arcuate manner. The array of gear teeth have a first side 21 adjacent the motor.

The gear rack includes a boss 24 which fits into a hole (not shown)4fl of a housing fnot

shtn*m)_42 to provide a pivot. Gear rack 22 thus can rotate about axis 25A of boss 24. It

should be noted the axis 25A passes through body portion 14.

Please replace the first paragraph on page 3 with the paragraph below.

The housing 42 substantially surrounds the motor and gear rack and can be

substantially sealed against the ingress of contaminants eg. dirt, dust, or water. The motor is

secured in the housing-42, preferably by engagement of each end of the drive shaft with the

housing_42.
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Please replace the second paragraph on page 3 with the paragraph below.

Preferably the housing_42 is of at least two part form, a first part 44 having two cut-

outs 46T /only one of whirh is shown.\ each cut-out, 4fi accepting and supporting one end of

the drive shaft, theui second part 48Jiaving complementary cut-outs_5il (only one nf which is

shown) which in conjunction with the cut-outsJjS of the first parLM provide a journal bearing

for each end of the drive shaft 16. The second parr 48 also has a hole_40 to accept and

provide a journal for boss 24.

Please replace the third paragraph on page 3 with the paragraph below.

6 In use the boss_24 is connected to a leverJi2 situated on the outside of the hnusing HI -

the The lever 52 being connected to the component to be actuated.
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